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With the expansion of Guild Wars 2: End of Dragons scheduled for release in February and the beginning of that month on the horizon, the excitement of the Guild Wars 2 community is growing. Cantha has been a popular destination, and it’s almost here! Earlier this month, ArenaNet invited us to take a guided tour of some of the most interesting and
spoiler-free narrative of the upcoming expansion and its new areas. Let’s dig into everything we saw! Our first stop was a tour of the new Canthan guild hall making its debut with End of Dragons. First of all, let me say that, in my opinion, the Canthan guild hall is undoubtedly the most beautiful and detailed to date. It offers all the adornments we’ve
come to expect with other guild venues, from guild services and fans to a private JvP stadium. A lot of space was intentionally left clear for players to decorate, and there is plenty of water for you to sail around in your boat looking for fishing spots. The guild hall is located on the former site of Shing Jea Arena, where the final battle against Minister
Reiko took place in the factions of Guld Wars. We were told that this historical meaning would be an important part of the more narrative guild capture mission. Speaking of which, ArenaNet has heard the screams of small guilds and has made this mission capture scale much better for small groups (or even lone players), so no more begging or
bribing random players in the Arc de León for coming to help you claim your salon of guilds. Our next stop was Echovald Wilds and the ruins of House Zu Heltzer, where we gathered and mounted our siege turtles. We drive through the woods to Fort Aspenwood, which Guild Wars Factions players will recognize as the site of a memorable competitive
mission, which has since been converted into Research Station for the Brotherhood of Jade, a group whose objective is to reveal the secrets of Jade Dragón at all costs, even if people endanger. They seem like the human response to Asura ¢ â € â ™: as well as research, some of them are reckless to the point of being wicked, while others seem to really
want to advance their science in unconventional ways (pionese in Gorrik). We were here in Fort Aspenwood to experience a chain of events that developers were especially proud. Keep in mind that this is not the target event of Mapã ¢ â €, described in the flow of Echovald the past year, but a completely separated event. When the event is triggered,
the fort enters blocking mode as the researchers evacuate and begin to recruit players to help them end the jade mechs that have become suddenly violent. Players must use the cane of the new mount of the siege turtle - the â ™ gunner's seat to destroy the shield generators before entering more in the fort, then they must be divided into two groups
to destroy the generators of the shield inside. Even if not to find an open seat for gunmen, be sure to reduce Jade Haywire's mechs ranks that spawn everywhere, since they can even overwhelm abundant siege turtles if they are not controlled. And not to worry about â ™ to complete this event the first day in which the players have had the
opportunity for â ™ their own Quelonian friend; Some of the NPCs will be driving siege turtles around, although I imagine that the event will be much more than the majority of the players have access to their own turtles. Next, players must make their way to the only one of the Fort, where Jade's brotherhood has been working on a new technified
version of God's â € ™ avengeance, the overcoming that the kurzicks were trying to complete in the aforementioned mission competitive features. Has been affected by the same mysterious force as Jade's mechs, and must be neutralized before Overload and destroy the whole forest. The â € of God ™ revenge has several phases that are thematics
after each of the six gods, which is a pleasant touch. We were told that this event, and others along Echovald, are designed to give the players the feeling that "â € â € there is" ™ is happening something very bad bad bad What exactly could this “spinner threat to the forest” be letting players discover when the expansion is launched? We also had the
opportunity to try out one of the four new attack missions that were launched with End of Dragons, called Aetherblade Hideout. The head of this particular 10-player instance is, appropriately, Captain Mai Trin, whom Guild Guild Wars 2 players will remember as the leader of the Aetherblades in Living World Season 1. As detailed above, Strike
Mission Fights Appears as part of the End of Dragons storyline, but the Strike version ignores the narrative, assuming the player has already done the solo version; Adds additional and more challenging mechanics. If you liked the Icebrood Saga strike missions, I don’t think you’ll find anything too surprising or new about this fight, but I also think it
will be a fun addition to the current rotation of strikes. “More of the same” is not a bad thing. The developers of the encounter team spoke about some of the lessons they learned from the Icebrood Saga strike missions. While attacks are supposed to be as punitive as raids, many players have found that they can overcome them well while ignoring
many of the planned mechanics. For example, when my guild makes Boneskinner, we usually ignore the torch mechanics completely and add an extra healing scourge to clear the torch it applies and heal through the extra damage. It’s just faster and easier that way. But this time, the designers of the match wanted to keep the content accessible while
doing more to punish the players who stand in the fire, so to speak, not so much to make them more unconditional, but to make sure that the players really learn how to do the fight properly and not only happily not realizing that their healer is taking them. Arenanet also talks about his redoubled effort to be consistent with the design language of the
telegraph, so players can learn and predict more easily what will happen, happen, and when. So, an attack can be of a single shot, but â € â â ™ surprise you when you do. If your thing is the hardcore, remember that more raid -type hard versions of each of the Strike missions will be launched at some time after expansion, with additional mechanics
and more challenging and rewards Improved in tow. I would enter this advance of End of Dragons, but it tells the days to the launch (metaphrically, of course, since it still did not have a specific launch date). I think there is a lot to give the Guild Wars Factions fans nostalgic feelings, but the Guild Wars 2 cantha also feels so new and different that the
players who skipped the original guild wars â ™ They will feel excluded. Â € â ™ extracts that â â ™ less than two weeks in February and Arenanet is still cautious on the exact launch date of End of Dragons. On the positive side, Arennet staff â € ™ spoke in this press advance as if giving the expansion that the expansion is still being launched in
February and promised that more information would be arriving ¢ â If a delay is imminent or not, I am excited to venture through Cantha with everyone when the long wait is finally over! Flagos's long columns of Massively Opã ¢ â € from Guide and GW2 news to articles of opinion and diary of newspapers. If â € there is a GW2 theme that â € ™ I love
to see explored, let out â â ™ a comment! Announcement this guide is a general description of the best and most commonly used ways of win transaction 10%, and a 5% listing fee on the items you sell. This can add up to large losses over time, and alternative methods can be more profitable, such as trade in materials. Manufacture materials ³ gears
when Killing enemies, complete events and gather nodes, accumulate a large number of elaboration materials that are in their storage of materials. These can be worth a surprising amount of money in the negotiation position, ranging from 1 silver for each basic mineral, wood and leather, up to 30 silver for each vial of powerful blood. If you do not
need these materials, you can turn them into a lumpy gold selling them in the post post. In relation to this, if you cannot use a equipment that falls, you can usually sell it in the negotiation position or save it to obtain materials (which can also be sold). It is usually more profitable to rescue and sell materials instead of selling the equipment directly,
but this can vary. In particular, rare and ex -choice can be more valuable to sell: an approximate value of more than 20 silver for a rare or more than 40 for an exotic is probably worth selling directly instead of rescuing them . In the case of a fine gear or masterpiece (blue or green), you must sell the gear or open it before rescuing it â € "rescue it
directly will be much lower benefits. Trading Post Flipping If you have a good eye for the raw material trade, you can buy cheap and sell high in the post -potentially huge benefits. This is quite difficult, it requires a lot of capital and, usually, it exceeds the scope of this guide. For those interested in playing the TP, some ã ostile sites may include
GW2BLTC, GW2 Spidy, and GW2 EFFICIncy. In addition, this Reddit post provides tips to operate with different levels of wealth. Compavament of overflowing negotiation can also be ã ostile for those who seek to turn or negotiate. Your discord can be found here Daily Checklist Daily complementist every day, you can complete 3 daily achievements
for 2 gold. There may be 3 achievements in any of game modes, and you can do it regardless of your character level. Daily meetings These Â"growing points"Â provide a lot of materials when collected, so they are a good place to park your elders. They Are From 30 silver to 1 gold in materials just by entering and pressing F a few times. Next, some
examples: if you have something more time you can go around the open world and gather permanent nodes. A database of permanent nodes can be found here. Crafting you can get profits creating certain articles and sell them in the post post. Due to the nature of supply and demand, the most profitable articles are always changing, so you will have
to put a little work to get the most benefit of this world. A relatively reliable source of income is the elaboration of articles subject to installments. These articles or their components can only be elaborated once at the day, which means that they have an inherent shortage that makes them profitable to sell. Currency conversion If you have excess
Spirit Shards, Karma, Honor Badge, Laureles, Guild Commendations, or Black Lion Claim Tickets, you can turn them into a lumpy gold through a variety of all. See GW2 EFFECICY to obtain a detailed breakdown. Players with access to gadgets such as the Law-Energy Matter converter, Karmic Converter or Fractal Reliquary can obtain a variety of
articles at low cost (the items offered change daily). The articles offered by each of them are somewhat similar, so you can search GW2 efficiency for a value indication. Players with access to an improved home instance or brotherhood room may gather a variety of nodes each day. The different levels of brotherhood room nodes are restored
separately, so if you have access to a less improved brotherhood room, you can harvest some additional resources. In the case of nodes of domestic instance, it is worth mentioning that those nodes that you have to buy to unlock often can take years of daily gathering to pay for only Map/Event Dragonfall Farms Complete events on this map will gain
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minutes. You get ~1 gold by defeating Queen Karka, but the boss dies very fast so it can end in less than 5 minutes. You get ~4 gold when completing Triple Trouble, although it takes a lot more effort than any other open world boss, so you need to find a group at LFG that has experience running the event. Ulgoth and The Shatterer are also worth
mentioning. These two feature events that spawn a large number of peats and can generate a large amount of gold if you manage to label a mountain³n of them - it may be useful to run a Zerg Build to increase your chances. RIBA (Silver Residues) RIBA is a popular all-round Silver Residues crop to get hundreds of bot bags and bandit crest per hour.
All account types can access it, but it only offers about 60% of the profit of the most recent map farms. The basic idea of RIBA is to run around the map in circles, briefly participating in events at each fort to "tag" them before running to the next. You run to the forts in the order Red,  Indigo, Blue,  mbar or RIBA. If you have a team of enough players
doing this, all events can be completed without fail, and each player will get bot³ and participation for each event they tagged. RIBA continues until The Breach occurs, at which point the map will stop and make the meta event. After Vinewrath's boss has been defeated, the squadron commander ³ not equip a Silverwaste shovel and runs a "chest farm"
around the map where they dig up chests so that the rest of the squadron³ not open. Keys can be purchased using Bandit Crests. Once the waiting time is over, the squadron³n extends and the cultivation process begins again. The RIBA are usually advertised in LFG under the Silverwaste label. If you join a RIBA team, it is recommended to have a
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esuace ssa ssa ssabaeht ssabaeht .)stuobaeht .)stuobaeht ssabaeht .)stuobaeh. Encryption Keys per day from BUY-4373. You should always buy these and use them to open Fractal Encryptions. You can buy or sell unopened Fractal Encryptions on the Trading Post. At high tiers, fractals also drop valuable items like Stabilizing Matrices, ascended
crafting materials, or full pieces of ascended gear. You can salvage and/or sell these for gold. Rewards for challenge modes are even higher. Each tier of daily achievements provides around 5 gold. Completing every daily fractal on T4 will net you ~25 gold for an hour of your time (down to 30 minutes if you have a good group and the fractals are fast).
Fractal Farms Fractal scale 42 is Captain Mai Trin Boss Fractal, which can be completed in 5 minutes or less by a party of experienced fractal players. You can farm this fractal over and over to get Fractal Encryptions to sell. Another farmable fractal is scale 96 or Aetherblade Fractal. Many parts of this fractal can be skipped with shadowstep exploits
which makes it possible to complete in 7 minutes or less. Farming either of these will provide 10-15 gold per hour, with even more profit if you invest in fractal titles. Daily Dungeons Dungeon paths provide daily gold and dungeon tokens. Completing 8 different dungeon paths will also give you 5 gold and a Chest of Dungeoneering from the repeatable
Dungeon Frequenter achievement. With a party of experienced dungeon runners, you can speedrun a path in 10 minutes or less. Here are some recommended dungeon paths to farm: More experienced groups may also wish to include Crucible of Eternity paths 1, 2, and 3 as chests in this dungeon have a chance to drop Charged Cores and
Lodestones, which are worth a good amount. It can also be valuable to learn how to merge all three paths of Ascalonian Catacombs to complete them in around half the time it would otherwise take. To convert dungeon tokens to gold, you can exchange them for rare or exotic equipment at the Dungeon Armor and Weapons vendor, which you can then
For badges/inscriptions and ectoplasma gloits to sell in the post post. See GW2 EFFECICY to obtain a detailed breakdown. Making a daily dungeon of duration will provide gold for an hour of its time. Classified PVP reward chests and automated tournaments provide a fair amount of libble gold. The JCJ rewards clues will also provide rewards of
diverse gold value. Holiday rewards such as Wintersday or Halloween are usually lucrative than permanent rewards clues. If your brotherhood has access to it, be sure to maintain the improvement of Guild PVP Reward Track to obtain more benefits. Grinding Ranked PVP during an active season awarded 7 gold prizes per hour, with more or less
profits depending on your division, the best statistics and the consistency with which you can win games. The account linked to Tomes of Knowledge and Pots of PVP Reward that you receive from PVP also can be sold informally to the unions, since they are necessary for guild updates. To do this, you can organize to be invited to the guild, deposit the
amount requested in the Bank of the Guild, then receive payment by mail. This is a bit risky than others at all since you can be cheated if the guild refuses to pay you after receiving the items. Note: queuing for JCJ does not require that you are in the JCJ dress. If you want to use the inactivity time between games more efficiently, you will gather
materials in JCJ while waiting for the next game. WVW similar to PVP, you can earn some decent gold choosing a profitable reward track. In general, the clues that can only be repeated once, such as the reward clues Crystal Desert or Warclaw will give the best results. Once they have completed, look for temporary clues like Halloween, or recently
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